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Seine and the hills that partly followed it Paris did not even think. They were situated outside her future.
Feeling the cold, Germaine Baader left her window. Mile Bernardine de Saint-Papoul furtively made her way into a little chapel hidden at the end of a courtyard. In the boulevard Barbes, Clanricard, walking slowly, shocked at himself, and depressed, was gradually recovering from the intoxication which the spectacle of force had produced in him. At Puteaux, M. de Champcenais was finding conversation with Bertrand difficult. He told him about the impression he had had when he crossed the bridge. Bertrand paid no attention to it. His own workers were not on strike. What was the good of tormenting yourself about vague menaces, of which society was full ? Their business was to put Bertrand Oil on the market.
Quinette looked at his clock on the wall and stopped working. He had only just time to tidy himself up a bit, shut up his shop, and hurry to the rendezvous. In the rue Mont-martre the group of idlers had grown a little. Now that night had fallen and the light came from the inside, they assumed a still more curious appearance in the eyes of the painters. Their expression was serious, intense, eager. It was as though it were an event of capital importance, whose consequences you could not estimate all at once, that they contemplated the desperate flinging away of boots by the green-faced Alfred.
Gurau arrived at the office of his paper. They showed him a dispatch : " Belgrade. The announcement of the annexation of Bosnia-Herzegovina by Austria has provoked great excitement here. A great national meeting has been organised for three o'clock this afternoon. The King has ordered the recall of reservists of the first class and of the auxiliary services."
The expresses coming from Boulogne, from Clermont-Ferrand, from Belfort, had passed without stopping, and with a rush of air against the windows, through the county towns of the Ile-de-France: prosperous towns, markets of

